Rotherham Motor Club Ltd
Point to Point Scatter
18th October 2018
Rules and Regulations
Forward: There will be 32 points in total on the map, all of which will be at key
features on the map ie. Footpaths, white roads, spot heights, gradient arrows, cross
roads etc. At each “point” a board will be displayed (sample will be shown at the
start) giving a) that “points” number, b) a two digit code to be recorded on the answer
sheet, (for proof of visiting) and c) the location of the next kilometre square for the
next “point” to be visited.
Example: 7 4Y 2875 would mean that it’s at no. 7 on the answer sheet, where you
will record the code 4Y and the next “point” to visit will be in square 2875 and you will
be told that its on a feature such as footpath, spot height etc. In this example, if it
states a spot height, you will notice there are 2 in this square, TOUGH you will have
to check them both, it could be either. LUCK will dictate if this happens. From your
first “point” you should attempt to visit 24 (three quarters) but make sure you have
time to return to the finish on time.
Start: Wortley Arms Pub Car Park Wortley. Map Ref 110/307993. (On the A629)
Signing on from 7.15pm 1st Car starts 7.45pm.
Requirements: £5.00 Entry Fee, Map 110 any recent edition, Pencil, Rubber and a
torch.
Route: Depending on your starting point, you should travel approximately 45 miles.
You have 2 hours to cover as many points as possible up to a maximum of 24. No
whites Coloured Roads Only.
Finish: Wortley Arms, Wortley. Map Ref 110/307993
Starting Points: There will be 3 different starting points so that you are not following
each other it will be “Pot Luck” which point you start from.
Marking: 5 marks for each correct answer (Code Board) and 2 marks deducted per
minute, over 2 hours. Possible Tie Decider at the finish (Nearest Bull Type)
Additional Information
Black Spots: 100 metres Radius of 248 052.5 (Cat Hill). Grid Square - 1806. Penalty
is exclusion for entering these points. (It may be observed)
Missing Boards: In the event a code board is missing, please telephone
07421907081 and the next kilometre square will be given. Remember some Km
squares may have a choice which is the actual point you are looking for, so make
sure you have checked all, before telephoning.
Additional Penalty: Anyone discovered starting from a point not allocated, will
receive a 10 mark deduction. Also, any guessing will incur a 5 point deduction from
your total score if it is wrong or out of the phase of the route you should be travelling.
However, it is conceivable that you may stumble across another code board on your
travels by fluke. As long as the answer is recorded in the correct box on the answer
sheet, this will be accepted. But remember you can only get a maximum of 24 clues.

